


request, and inconsistency in the use of 'fee cancel' rather than 'fee refund' functionality in 
AMS to correct errors made and identified on the same day. 

6. Inappropriate or unauthorised fee refunds may result in the loss of Crown revenue.

Key Changes 

7. In situations where a fee refund would not normally apply, but it has been determined that
there are exceptional circumstances, managers may consider whether a partial refund is
appropriate. The rationale behind the decision to initiate a refund must be clearly documented
in AMS for audit purposes.

8. If the customer paid the fee offshore and is now in New Zealand, INZ will normally pay the
refund into a New Zealand bank account. However, in cases where despite being in New
Zealand, the customer requests that the refund be paid into an offshore bank account,
managers may use their discretion to decide where to refund the payment.

9. This IAC (including refund forms) has been updated to reflect current naming conventions.
Where applicable, the 'reason for refund' sections of the forms have been standardised, and
an additional reason added- 'exceptional circumstances (explain below)'.

Fee Payments 

10. Where a customer gives authority for a deduction to be made from their credit/debit card
account, then an officer may make a deduction for up to the amount that has been

authorised, but not for a greater amount. For example, if the fee is less than the sum specified
by the customer, then the correct fee may be charged to the customer.

11. Where a customer gives authority for an insufficient deduction to be made from their
credit/debit card account, then an officer must contact the customer to obtain permission to
deduct the correct sum. The customer contact must be recorded in AMS notes.

Action 

12. Visa Operations Managers/Head of Operations are responsible for:

(a) Monitoring the level of AMS refunds on at least a monthly basis through the Detailed
Refund Report in AMS.

(b} Reviewing the record of all non-AMS refunds, which must be kept by offices, on at least
a monthly basis. Non-AMS refunds are included in the monthly FMIS Transaction Listing
Report.

(c) Adhering to internal assurance procedures or controls.

13. All staff must ensure that:

(a) All supporting documents are filed appropriately.

(b) They use only the template forms provided within this IAC document. The use of older
non-standard forms, some of which do not include the reason for a refund request, can
make it difficult for Finance to determine the nature of the refund. All older forms

should be deleted and replaced with the updated template forms attached.
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Visa Operations Manager/Head of Operations responsibilities 

• Monitor the level of AMS refunds on at least a monthly basis through the Detailed Refund

Report in AMS.
• Review the record of all non-AMS refunds, which must be kept by offices, on at least a

monthly basis. Non-AMS refunds are included in the monthly FMIS Transaction Listing Report

(available in MBIE Foundation).
• Adhere to internal assurance procedures or controls.

Finance responsibilities (or offshore office admin) 

• Ensure original applicant's payment has cleared the banking system. If there is an issue, the

financial accountant reconciling the INZ account will advise the office concerned.
• Arrange payment within 10 working days of receipt of approved Fees Refund Form.

Forms of proof of bank account details 

Acceptable forms of bank account details for the purpose of creating vendor records in FMIS are 

listed below. They have been categorised in order of preference: 

Most desirable 0 A pre-encoded bank deposit slip. 

0 A copy of the vendor's bank statement showing account 

number and account name. 

0 A scan or screenshot of the vendor's on line banking page, 

showing account number and account name. 

Acceptable 0 Bank account details listed on a business letterhead invoice. 

0 A written bank deposit slip authenticated and stamped by 

the bank teller. 

Unacceptable 0 Unauthenticated handwritten account numbers. 

0 Emails containing account information. 

0 Verbally conveyed account numbers. 

Contacts 

• Operations Support is responsible for the application of these fee refund guidelines. Please

contact Operations Support for further information or assistance.

Appendices 

1. Fees Refund Form (Onshore)

2. Customer Refund Request Form {Onshore)

3. Fees Refund Form {Offshore)

4. Customer Refund Request Form {Offshore)

S. Procedures for processing refunds in AMS

6- Procedure for printing a Detailed Refund Report in AMS
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